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A Growing Justrite Family
In recent years we have grown, expanding
Justrite Safety Group through the acquisition of
other strong, valuable companies. Because
of these exciting changes, we want to share our
story with you—one of an unrivalled safety
portfolio, expertise in environmental protection,
a global network of brands, and a steadfast
dedication to our customers’ safety.

Start with the EssentialSM

The essence of our company is captured
in a new tagline: Start with the Essentialsm.
At Justrite, everything starts with safety.
Protecting people, property and the planet
is our first and greatest responsibility. We
provide the essential safety products you need
to protect your workers and workplace.

Our company logo has recently evolved. The
new logo honours our heritage in fire safety,
while reflecting our expertise in containment
and environmental protection.

Justrite Safety Group offers
industrial safety solutions and
expert advice from our portfolio
companies around the world.

We cover every facet of the
industrial safety landscape—
from the storage, containment
and clean-up of hazardous
materials to motion safety and
emergency showers.

Whatever your needs, we can
help you build the foundation of
a safe, productive workplace.
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Hazardous leaks and spills are a relentless challenge. Slippery floors indoors can lead to a fall accident with
associated costs and severe time lost. In addition to the damaging effects to our environment, EPA fines
for contamination of our outdoors can be staggering. By using Justrite spill control products, accidents and
costly fines can be easily avoided.

Why do I need spill containment?

Good spill containment practices offer these benefits:

 • Keeps personnel and the 
environment protected
 • Supports corporate and 
government sustainability 
initiatives
 • Saves money by reclaiming 
spilled liquids

 • Enhances your safety program, raises 
employee awareness
 • Improves your company image— 
shows your commitment to 
employees and the environment

 • Increases efficiencies by keeping 
materials organized
 • Complies to laws and avoids fines—
meets or supports EPA and SPCC 
(Spill Prevention, Control, and 
Countermeasure) regulations

Flexible containment

Flexible containment products are typically 
made of durable PVC coated fabric which folds 
down and stores compactly for easy portability 
and emergency use. They can be used indoors 
or out and capture anything from small leaks 
and drips to large-scale spills up to 22,187 litres. 
Patented Rigid-Lock QuickBerms® feature 
vehicle drive-in, drive-out capability, and offer 
fast, one-piece set up.

Flexible Spill Containment
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Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® offers immediate, secure deployment and no-worry, spill-readiness.
Made in the Netherlands.

Quick-deploy design for permanent or temporary spill control

No assembly needed—saves time, ready in minutes! A simple tug locks supports in upright position.

Rigid-Lock technology

Patented wall-support design 
maximizes inside berm space and 
reduces tripping hazards on the berm 
perimeter. They lock the sidewalls in 
a 30-cm high, 90° vertical position for 
strong structural integrity. Sidewalls 
lower quickly for easy drive-in and 
–out. Encased in protective nylon 
hub and in down position, support 
withstands vehicle traffic with 5000 kg 
of tire weight at each tire. Hub includes 
integrated holes to accept anchors 
(anchors not included).

CriticalCorner™

Reinforced CriticalCorner™ design 
featuring wraparound diagonal radio 
frequency welds using electromagnetic 
energy and pressure creates a 
permanent, impenetrable bond for 
100% leakproof containment. Prevents 
billowing, unwrapping, or sagging of 
the corners during full containment 
for fluid-tight reliability. Walls include 
a 25-mm fray-resistant finished hem 
along the top rim for added wall 
strength and integrity. Seam seals 
prevent air, gas, vapours or fluids from 
either entering or escaping the berm.

Chemical Resistance

Modified PVC coated fabric withstands 
a broad range of chemicals including 
petroleum, oils, grease, and most 
acids—durable enough for extended 
wear. Exceptionally strong structural 
integrity. Withstands long-term UV 
exposure—great for outdoor use. Visit 
justrite.com for chemical compatibility 
charts to ensure performance and 
longevity.
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Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® XT

Heavy-duty drive-in long-term spill containment for 
vehicles, heavy equipment and tankers

 • Modified PVC coated fabric is thicker and more robust for 
frequent vehicle traffic and heavy applications
 • Highly chemical resistant and withstands long-term UV 
exposure – great for outdoor use
 • Patented Rigid-Lock stainless-steel wall-support system 
is 30 cm deep and locks at 90° for secure, leakproof 
containment
 • Quick and easy setup – simply push on locks to lay wall 
down flat for an unobstructed work space and drive 
through capability
 • Single-piece construction with reinforced CriticalCorner™ 
design and radio frequency (RF) welds prevent seam leaks, 
provide fluid-tight reliability
 • Made in The Netherlands

Capacity (L) Interior (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Black

2252 2,4 x 3,0 30 61 x 61 x 31 28363

4240 3,0 x 4,6 30 61 x 61 x 41 28364

9501 3,7 x 8,5 30 81 x 81 x 41 28365

16978 3,7 x 15,2 30 91 x 91 x 51 28366

18321 3,7 x 16,5 30 91 x 91 x 61 28367

22183 4,3 x 17,1 30 102 x 102 x 61 28368

Note (1): For exterior dimension, add 203 mm to width and length to account for support and hub.
Note (2): When selecting a berm size, allow 305 mm at entry or exit for lowering and raising the wall.

28504
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Rigid-Lock QuickBerm®

Durable drive-in spill containment for drums, IBC totes,
and tanks

 • Modified PVC coated fabric is suited for placing heavy 
materials within the working space, occasional drive-in or 
–out scenarios and pedestrian traffic
 • Chemical resistant and withstands long-term UV 
exposure— great for outdoor use
 • Patented Rigid-Lock integral stainless-steel wall-support 
system is 30 cm deep and locks at 90° for secure, leakproof 
containment
 • Single-piece construction – patented Rigid-Lock wall-
support system integral to berm provides unobstructed 
work space
 • Quick and easy setup – no assembly required
 • IIntegrated holes permit easy anchoring under high wind 
conditions. Anchor stakes not included
 • Made in The Netherlands

Capacity (L) Interior (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Black

662 1,2 x 1,8 30 61 x 61 x 13 28512

890 1,2 x 2,4 30 61 x 61 x 15 28514

1344 1,8 x 2,4 30 61 x 61 x 31 28516

1798 2,4 x 2,4 30 66 x 66 x 31 28518

2820 3,0 x 3,0 30 71 x 71 x 31 28519

4069 3,7 x 3,7 30 71 x 71 x 31 28522

5432 3,7 x 4,9 30 66 x 66 x 41 28524

6795 3,7 x 6,1 30 76 x 76 x 41 28526

7230 4,9 x 4,9 30 91 x 91 x 41 28528

9047 4,9 x 6,1 30 91 x 91 x 51 28530

11318 6,1 x 6,1 30 97 x 97 x 56 28532

Note (1): For exterior dimension, add 203 mm to width and length to account for support and hub.
Note (2): When selecting a berm size, allow 305 mm at entry or exit for lowering and raising the wall.

28522
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Rigid-Lock QuickBerm® Lite

Lightweight, portable, versatile containment berm deploys 
quickly for emergency spill response

 • Tough PVC coated fabric provides broad UV and chemical 
resistance that withstands repeated usage
 • Patented Rigid-Lock wall supports maximize usable space 
inside the berm and greatly reduce any tripping hazard 
around the perimeter. Stainless steel braces support wall at 
90° locked position for secure, leakproof containment
 • Folds down easily to a small size for storage in trucks, 
emergency vehicles, and spill kits
 • Optional grates to help reduce contact with contaminated 
liquids by personnel or equipment

Capacity (L) Interior (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Yellow

299 1,2 x 1,2 20 41 x 31 x 13 28370

451 1,2 x 1,8 20 41 x 36 x 15 28372

602 1,2 x 2,4 20 41 x 36 x 15 28374

1204 2,4 x 2,4 20 41 x 36 x 31 28376

1507 2,4 x 3,0 20 41 x 36 x 36 28378

Note (1): For exterior dimension, add 203 mm to width and length to account for support and hub.
Note (2): When selecting a berm size, allow 305 mm at entry or exit for lowering and raising the wall.

28372
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Angle Bracket QuickBerm®

The Angle Bracket QuickBerm® secondary spill containment 
berm is light enough to carry but tough enough for heavy use 
in outdoor and challenging environments  Designed for static 
setups, it’s ideal for applications where minimal movement is 
needed.

 • Best for applications with limited need for vehicles to drive 
in/out such as for transformers, generators, metal/poly 
tanks, IBCs, oiling/refueling operations
 • Arrives folded for easy shipping - assemble by simply 
slipping angle brackets into slots
 • Galvanized wire angle L-brackets provided sturfy sidewall 
support and is lighter and safe than metal brackets
 • Top 1-inch hem adds strength and prevents wall sag - 
reinforced corners for 100% containment
 • Fuel and chemical-resistant geomembrane liner is designed 
to withstand contact with a wide range of chemicals, fuels, 
oils, and hazardous materials, ensuring compatibility with 
diverse storage needs
 • Custom sizes availble with walls from 30- to 60-cm high
 • Quick and straightforward installation by simply slipping 
angle brackets into slots without the need for specialized 
tools or equipment.
 • Arrives folded for easy shipping, transport and storage.

Capacity (L) Exterior (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Black

4241 3.1 x 3.1 45.7 76 x 76 x 15 28082

6107 3.7 x 3.7 45.7 76 x 76 x 15 28083

8143 3.7 x 4.9 45.7 76 x 76 x 31 28084

10179 3.7 x 6.1 45.7 76 x 76 x 41 28085

11310 6.1 x 6.1 31 107 x 107 x 66 28081

14251 3.7 x 8.6 45.7 107 x 107 x 53 28086

18323 3.7 x 11 45.7 107 x 107 x 53 28087

21233 4.6 x 15 31 107 x 107 x 66 28080

25448 3.7 x 15 45.7 107 x 107 x 66 28088

27484 3.7 x 16 45.7 107 x 107 x 66 28089
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Capacity (L) Interior (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Black

1609 3,0 x 5,5 10 102 x 102 x 61 28578

2840 3,7 x 7,9 10 102 x 102 x 91 28579

6815 4,3 x 16,5 10 102 x 102 x 122 28581

Capacity (L) Zones Interior (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Black

1132 2 1.8 x 3.0 20 61 x 61 x 10 28570

Decon QuickBerm®

Portable multi-zone decon stations help prevent
environmental contamination

 • For emergency deployment, these multi-stage berms with 
patented interior walls create wash down zones that safely 
capture and contain contaminated solutions. Select from 
two-, three-, or four-zone models
 • Lightweight PVC coated fabric provides wide range of 
chemical resistance. The 20-cm walls allow for easy entry 
and exit of the compartments. One 19-mm GHT drain 
fitting per zone
 • Single-piece construction—patented inside wall-support 
system forms watertight wash down zones
 • Quick and easy setup—no assembly required

Washdown QuickBerm®

Portable drive-through station captures contaminated water from 
vehicle and construction equipment wash down

 • Durable vinyl coated material reinforced with radio 
frequencywelded, high visibility yellow runway strips that 
withstand drive-thru traffic, including backhoes and skid steers
 • Removable 102-mm diameter foam inserts support sidewalls 
while 51- x 203-mm planks (not included) slide into pockets to 
keep end walls elevated preventing wastewater from escaping 
during drive-over. Simply remove foam inserts to fold material 
for quick and compact storage
 • Two DN25 NPT fittings on each side of the berm for drainage
 • Brass grommets around perimeter provide the ability to securely 
anchor berm during use. Anchor stakes not included
 • Helps comply with EPA for storm water regulations

Accessories:

 • Optional durable, anti-slip grates keep personnel and parts 
away from fluids and contaminants above contaminated 
wash down water

Note (1): For exterior dimension, add 203 mm to width and 914 mm length.
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Quick Berm Ground Protection Accessories
Improve berm longevity without sacrificing functionality

Berm Repair Kits

Repair lightly damaged berms with small holes, abrasion
points or tears to maintain fluid-tight reliability and
compliance.

 • Scissors and Utility Knife
 • Pressure Application Roller
 • PVC Cement
 • Sand Paper
 • 10-square feet of coated fabric repair material

28327 Modified vinyl repair kit
28329 PVC coated fabric repair kit

Length (m) Ground Mat 1.8 m Wide Track Mat 0.9 m Wide Track Runner 0.9 m Wide

1,8 28338 28336 28334

3 28344 28342 28340

4,9 28350 28348 28346

8,5 28356 28354 28352

17,1 28362 28360 28358

Ground Mats

Create a smooth, uniform deployment 
area with this heavy-duty woven 
fabric. Place under berm for improved 
wear resistance against rocks and 
construction debris.

Track Mats

Position inside the berm for extra 
protection along tire paths. Thick 
durable, black woven fabric protects 
the floor and walls from tire abrasion 
caused by skidding, turning, and 
braking.

Track Runners

Place this high visibility, yellow vinyl 
coated fabric inside the berm for 
moderate protection against tire 
abrasion.

28327
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Pop-Up Pool

Economical emergency spill containment - simply unfold, shake from foam ring 
top, and place under leaking equipment

 • Contain spills from punctured saddle tanks, or leaking drums, hydraulic lines, 
pipes, and machinery
 • Durable vinyl fabric is 20% heavier than other models on the market, providing 
increased abrasion resistance and more reliable seam adhesions
 • Embedded foam ring top raises containment wall as fluid level increases
 • Yellow colour provides visibility and easy identification

Maintenance Spill Berms

Compact and flexible spill containment deploys instantly in the shop or field

 • Quickly contain minor spills and leaks during temporary storage of drums, machine 
parts, batteries, and equipment
 • Lightweight PVC coated fabric provides broad UV and chemical resistance
 • Encased urethane foam sidewalls offer easy roll-through access without the need for 
a ramp
 • Walls quickly spring back into place with no memory loss
 • No assembly required—simply unfold and use
 • Anchor berm in place using the brass grommets in each corner. Anchor stakes not 
included
 • Order optional grates to keep products and machinery above fluid

Capacity (L) Interior Dia (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Yellow

76 0,7 30 457 x 305 x 76 28319

250 1,2 36 457 x 406 x 152 28321

379 1,3 48 610 x 610 x 76 28323

568 1,6 41 610 x 610 x 127 28325

Capacity (L) Interior Dia (m) Wall Height (cm) Folded (cm) Yellow

19 60 x 60 5 76 x 76 x 5 28414

38 60 x 120 5 76 x 137 x 5 28416

76 120 x 120 5 76 x 76 x 15 28418

151 120 x 240 5 76 x 76 x 31 28421

167 180 x 180 5 61 x 61 x 41 28422

511 300 x 340 5 71 x 71 x 41 28424

833 300 x 550 5 76 x 76 x 41 28426

38 60 x 60 10 76 x 76 x 10 28400

76 60 x 120 10 41 x 76 x 41 28402

151 60 x 240 10 71 x 71 x 41 28404

151 120 x 120 10 51 x 61 x 41 28406

227 120 x 180 10 61 x 61 x 41 28408

303 120 x 240 10 91 x 91 x 41 28410

341 180 x 180 10 97 x 97 x 41 28412

28319

28400 with 1642S optional grate

Note: For exterior dimension on 102 mm models, add 305 mm to width and length. For exterior dimension on 51 mm models, add 152 mm to width and length.
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Art. Nr. Capacity (L) Dimensions Weight (kg)

28465 737 15,24 m x 50,8 mm 9,5

Make a Berm™ Kit

Make-A-Berm™ Kit can easily be installed on site to fit the 
layout without having to move existing equipment.

Connect multiple berm pieces to fit your containment area. 
Non-absorbent modified PVC coated fabric provides a 
highly resistant barrier to contain oils, gasoline, acids and 
other liquids.

For a liquid-proof seal, a semi-permanent installation to the 
floor is available with the use of polyether-based adhesive. 
Flexible foam inserts are crush resistant and return to their 
original shape with no memory loss after foot traffic or 
hand truck equipment use.

 • Multiple Make-A-Berm components
 • Straight pieces can be linked together or combined with 
corners to create a complete containment solution
 • Easily cut the berm pieces to fit around the containment 
area
 • Contains spills and leaks around unique equipment and 
situations
 • Different sizes ideal for small to medium capacity 
containment needs
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To learn more about our full portfolio of
products, please visit eu.justrite.com

For over a century, organizations around
the world have relied on Justrite to keep
their workers and workplaces safe. Justrite
provides expert advice and leading industrial
safety solutions to help customers meet—
and exceed—compliance regulations.

©2024 Justrite Safety Group - Code 804 (0319) - Part No. MKTE0904EN

Worker & Workplace Safety
 • Safety & Storage Cabinets
 • Safety Cans & Containers
 • Smoking Receptacles
 • Gas Cylinder Handling Equipment
 • Drum Funnels & Equipment
 • Outdoor Safety Lockers 

Environmental Protection
 • Spill Containment
 • Secondary Containment
 • Aerosol Recycling


